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’’Render unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s and to God that which is
God's.” This is a simple ix^unotion that throu^ the ages has proved very
difficult to follow. During the period covered by this study it became
especially difficult to follow, for "Apr'&s vingb siSoles, on ne sait pas
encore exactement ce qui est "k C^sar et oe qui est Dieu.”^ The Catholic
Church, in the person of the Pope, represents God in this study, and France
and Germany represent the main "Caeseu’s." Time changed the fortunes of
both, one gaining at the expense of the other, and to Giovanni Masted,
Pius XZ, it was misfortune.
Giovanni Masted was born on the 13th of May, 1792. He was a weakly
child and suffered from attacks of epilepsy. He weinted to be a soldier,
but was turned down because of his epilepsy. He secured a job as teacher
at Tata Giovanni's cheurity school and was strongly drawn to an ecclesiasti-
eed oeureer. He studied at the Roman Academy emd was ordained priest in
1819. He accompanied Bishop Muzzi to Chile in 1822, and the long sea voy¬
age in^roved his health. Leo XII appointed him Canon of Santa Maria in
Via Lata when he returned in 1825 froa Chile. In 1827, he was made Arch¬
bishop of Spoleta where he showed a tendency to be very liberal. Later,
he was made Bishop of Imola, and in 1840 he received the cardinal's purple.




At the death of Gregory XVI in 1846, Giovanni Uastai vras elected Pope, and
he took the name of Pius IX. The new Pope was a sentimentalist with a
deeply>rooted desire for popularity.^ Woodward says that ’*He was always
greedy for adulation; his emotional natvire needed excitement, and his ex¬
citement was gained most easily under the stimulTis of applause from the
orowd.”^ Nevertheless, Pius IX was said to be a good mAw and very pious,
and his election was received with general satisfaction.
Pius IX started off being very liberal and Initiated a series of re¬
forms in the papal states. But he did not remain a liberal because he
was never truly liberal. He was Irresolute in his policy, being swayed
first one way euid then another.^ He did not know the full consequences
of his liberalism at firstWhen revolutions broke out in the papal
states and he had to flee from Rome, then he began to see what it meant for
him to be liberal. It meant that should he follow his liberalism and reform
his dominions, he could not do so without introducing such a degree of lay
management as would endanger his spiritual independence. It meant ulti¬
mately the destruction of his tesqporal power. From this revelation he be¬
came a reactionary and sought support from reactionary Europe. While at
Gaeta, from 1848 to 1850, he came under the influence of the Jesuits and
allied himself with them. But not only did Pius IX seek support from the
Jesuit Order of the church for his spiritual and temporal sovereignty. He
^Fredrit Nielsen, The History of the Papacy in the 19th Century, trans.
Arthur James Mason (London, li^06), ll, l23.
^E. L. Woodward, "The Diplomacy of the Vatican under Popes Pius IX
and Loo XIII," Journal of the British Institute of International Affairs
(May, 1924), p. 121.
%ielsen, op. oit., p. 123.
^Woodward, loo, cit.
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sought to strengthen his power more ftrom within by first proclaiming as
do^a of the ChTuroh in 1864 the Immaculate Conception of Mary. Ten years
later in the Encyclical Quanta C\u*a sind the annexed Syllabus he condemned
freedom of the press, religious liberty, liberalism, lay instruction of
children, the current tendencies in philosophy, the claim of the State to
exercise super'vision over the Church, and the principle of non-intervention
(he thought that the powers should intervene in Italian affairs in favor of
the Papacy), This was a condemnation of modern society, but what really
upset the modern states was the Vatican Council of 1869-70.
Pius IX intended to call a general council of the Church several years
before he actually did so in June of 1868. He made fairly sure, however,
that a general church council would find general support among the bishops
of the Church. He wanted to make sure that "the moral necessity of the
Pope's temporal power" would be maintained. He then issued on 28th June,
1868, the papal Bull summoning the Council to meet at the Vatican on 8th
December, 1869. Invitations were sent to the Orthodox Greek bishops, the
Protestants, and other noi>.Catholies. The Protestants and the Orthodox
Greeks refused the invitations.
The do^a of Immaoulate Conception proclaimed in 1854 presupposed the
doctrine of the Infallibility of the Pope because the Pope defined this
dogma independently and of his own sovereign authority without the co-oper-
atien of a council of the Church. It was Pius' intention under the prompt¬
ing and influence of the Jesuits and ultramontanes to have Infallibility
proclaimed as dogma at this council. This was suspected before the Coun¬
cil met, and it caused much anxiety. It was also suspected that the
Council would make the propositions in the Syllabus of Errors attached to
the Encyclical Quanta Cura of 1864 dogneus. Prince Hohenlohe, then Prime
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Minister of Bavaria, was so anxious, even though himself a devout Catholic,
that he urged diplomatic intervention by the secular powers.^ The powers,
however, did not think it wise to intervene. Nevertheless, they looked on
the Council with misgivings.
Since there was much agitation before the Council against Infallibili-
ty, Pius IX and his advisers planned to conduct the Council arbitrarily and
differently ft*om other general councils of the church so that they could get
Infallibility proclaimed. Pius IX did not follow the example of Paul III
in inviting the Roman Catholic sovereigns to send ambassadors to the Couxw
oil. The councillors had to take an oath of secrecy, and the bishops were
kept away from the preparatory work of the Council. The order of business
of the Council was fixed without the co-operation of the Council itself.
The Pope ex\}oyed a monopoly of making proposals. So the Council was not
a "free" council.^ Also "the decrees passed at the general congregations
were to be read with the introduction: 'Pius, Bishop, the seinrant of God,
with the approbation of the Sacred Council ... orders,' so that the re-
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ports were promulgated in the name of the Pope and not of the Council."
At the Council of Trent the formula ran: "The sacred ... synod, which is
lawfully assembled in the Holy Ghost, under the presidency of the legates
of the Apostolic See, orders euid detearmines."^ Liberal members of the
episcopate objected to these divergences and the arbitrary way in which
the Council was being conducted, but they were in the minority and their
Vamnirs of Prince Chlodwig of Hohenlohe-Schillingsl^erst, trans.
George TT. Chrystal (London, 1906;, p. 4. Nielsen, op. cit.,~p. 301





The Council had a large attendance. There urere nell over seven hundred
members present iidth about fifty cardinals, ten patriarchs, one hundred and
thirty archbishops, five huxidred and twenty-two bishops, and thirty generals
of religious orders. The Council lasted until the middle of July, 1870,
and on its Isist day was announced as dog^ of the Church,
. . • that the Roman Pontiff, when he speaks ex cathedra, that is,
when in the exercise of his office eis the pastor and teacher of all
Christians, he defines by virtue of his supreme apostolic authority
the doctrine concerning faith and morals to be held by the universal
Chiiroh, is, by the divine assistance promised to him in the person
of St. Peter, possessed of that infallibility wherewith the Divine
Redeemer willed that His Chxiroh should be endowed in defining doctrine
concerning faith and morals; and that for this cause such definitions
of the Roman Pontiff are irreformable of themselves, and not because
of the consent of the Church . . . .^
It was decided that the Syllabus of Errors was not to be made dogiia but that
it should be republished in a more emphatic form.
Now Pius IZ had what he wanted coid felt to be necessary to strengthen
the spiritual authority of the Holy See when he was threatened more and
more with the loss of that independence vMeh the possession of an autono¬
mous State had assured him. The oonfliet between the state and the church
was intensified because the powers thought that Pius IX intended to use
the new do^oa to invade the rights of the State. They reasoned that the
new dogma would give to the Church supreme power over the oommonweEilth and
make the infallible Papacy paramount over all political and civil rights.^
This is what Prince Hohenlohe feared when before the Council ho tried to
get the powers to intervene. Austria let it be known in February of 1870
that it was determined to maintain "the line of demarcation between Churoh
and State."® The Pi*ench, while divided in opinion -vdiethor to intervene in
^Ibid., pp. 373-374.
2Ibid., p. 345 Sibid., p. 339
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the Council or not, were equally anxious oonoerning the now do^oa and its
possible use. Prussia thought that the proposed new dogma would distvirb
seriously the mutual relations between the seoular and the eoclesiastical
powers, especially in the case of Protestanb states. But all the powers
felt that the Church would use the new dogma to usurp the rights of the
State, and perhaps they felt this so strongly because the Church was har-
i]3g a difficult time internally. It had had most of its teQiporal power
taken from it, and there were strong indications that it was only a matter
of time before all would be taken.
I suppose it was natural for the Chureh to strengthen itself in the
midst of disaster and prepare for the worst. The worst was certain to
come, for while Infallibility was being proclaimed, events were taking
place idiioh were to lead ultimately to the loss of the ten^oral power of
the Pope. France declared war on Prussia in July, 1870, and in the next
month recalled her troops fkom Rome which were to protect the Pope and
the last of his ten^oral possessions. In September, 1870, the Italians
took Rome, the temporal power of the Pope wcus suppressed, cuad the Pope
constituted himself "prisoner of the Vaticcui." The acquisition of Roms by
the Italians was followed by difficulties and events which were to make the
last years of Pius IZ's life and pontificate very unhappy. France, the
eldest dau^ter of the Chureh, was defeated by Prussia, a Protestant state,
in 1871. The Papacy could not look upon this with joy, especially since
the new German Eiiq)ire would not promise to help in the restoration of the
temporal power of the Pope. France was in no position to help in this
matter and, as the Republicans ^ew stronger and stronger in the French
govermenb, hope for the restoration of the temporal power with the help
of TreoMO dwindled. The Eultxu* Eampf started in Germany and was followed
by a general, international Kultur Eaiiq>f. The Papacy was practically all
V.
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alone in seeking its salvation, and as long as Pius IX lived there itas ziot
much ohanoe of this changing and a reeonoiliation of the Papacy ‘with
modern society.
CHAPTER II
THE STRUCTURAL RELATIOHSHIP OF THE CHURCH TO THE STATE
IH OEHKANY ARD FRAHCE
The Churoh in Flranoe, while ei:\jeying a relatively strong position, had
to aocept for a long time the Gallioan principles of 1682. These stated
... that the Kings of France were in secular matters independent
of the Pope; and that the Pope’s spiritual authority was limited
by the laws of the Churoh (that a General Council was above the
Pope); that the ancient rules of the Galliosm Churoh were not to
bo violated, end that it was a valid affirmation that the Pope’s
decrees in matters of faith are only incapable of being reversed
when they have the Chvirch's assent.^
Even when Gallioanism was suppressed, it remained a threat to the Church
and cropped up at different times. But at the beginning of the French
Revolution the flench Churoh possessed three great privileges. All of
France was one in a religious sense. The Roman Churoh was the chviroh of
the State and was so domincaxt that free exeroise wets not permitted to
other coxifessions and religions. The Churoh had the schools in its power,
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and its great possessions were not taxed. But this privileged position
was not to last forever. The Revolution oeme and with it many changes for
the Churoh. Convents and the religious orders were dissolved, freedom of
worship was allowed, civil marriage was introduced, and churoh property
was oonfisoated. The State took over the duty of maintaining Divine ser¬
vice, of providing for the support of the clergy, and of relieving the
poor.




This TOS not to b« all, for during the Revolution the Churoh was to
be changed even more under the Civil Constitution.
The French bishoprics were to be altered, axid their number cut down,
so that each of the new departments should form a diocese. Bishops
and prelates were to have a smaller, but a fixed stipend, and to bo
chosen by the laity; the bishops by the electors to the council of
the departments; the priests by the electors to the governing boardsof the respective districts. Jews and Protestants had the rights of
electors no leas than Roman Catholics.^
This remained in force until Napoleon I made with Rome the Concordat
of 1801. This gave to the Churoh many of its privileges a strong hold
on the French nation. The Concordat of 1601 made the Roman Church "the
religion of the majority." The Chiireh was given liberty of worship and a
public service within certain limits. There was a redistribution of the
flench dioceses. The First Consul, , in the course of three months, was to
nominate new bishops and archbishops to the diooesas according to the new
divisions, and the Pope was to give them eamonioal institution acoordliig
to the ancient fora. Bishops and priests were to swear on the Gospel
allegianoe to the Republic. The bishops were to select the parish priests,
but their choice had to fall only upon men who were pleasing to the govern¬
ment. All the necessary churches were placed at the disposal of the bish¬
ops, but the Pope was to promise that neither ha nor his successors
would in any way Iz^ure the owners of the church property that had been
confiscated. The governaent would grant to the ministers of the Churoh
suitable stipends, and Frexioh Catholics had permission to make gifts to the
Churoh. The First Consul would epjoy the same privileges as the ancient
government, but, if any of his successors were to leave the Catholic Churoh,




the death knell of the Gallioan Chiuroh even though through the ^Orgauaio
Artioles" attached to the Concordat Napoleon tried to Insure Gallicanism*^
There were over seventy of those so-called "Organio Articles," but, for the
sake of brevity, ozily a few of them are listed in this study.
No Bull, no brief, or any other missive from the Pope may be published
or printed without the permission of the governaenb. Legates and
nuncios must obtain authority iVom the it'ench goverment to work in
PTanoe, Not even ecumenical councils can obtain validity in Pranoe
unless they (their acts) are first examined and ratified by the govern-
menb, and no eoolesiastioed synod may be called together there with¬
out its permission. All services of the Church must be given without
remuneration, with the exception of those for which the govermenb
has fixed the allowance* In all matters the Conseil d'E^bat may be
i^pealed to as a kind of final court. There are no longer any legeil
exemptions for the clergy* Archbishops and bishops may add to their
names "citizen" or "monsieur" j all other titles are abolished. If
an archbishop refuses to oonsecr^kte his suffragans, the senior bishop
may do it izistead of him. No 6ne may be made a bishop before thirty
years of age, and only if he be a Frenchman born. The bishops may not
leave their dioceses without the permission of the First Consul. All
the teachers in the seminaries must sign the Galilean declarations of
1682, and promise to communicate to their pupils the teaching embodied
in them. No foreigner may be made a priest in France without special
permission of the goverximent. All ministers of the Church must wear
French dress, aisl be clothed in black; the bishops, however, have per¬
mission to wear a cross and purple stockings. No religious ceremony
must take place outside the churches in regions vdiere there are several
forms of belief. The church ceremony of marriage may only be performed
vdien the couple has first contracted civil marriage. The archbishops
are to have 15,000 francs a year, the bishops 10,000 francs, and the
priests 1,500 or 1,000 besides parsonage and garden.2
After the fall of Napoleon I a new Concordat was proposed in 1817 which
made the Concordat of 1801 invalid, but this was not made law in France and
was suspended in 1819. Then it was agreed that the Concordat of 1801
would come inbd. force for the time being, and it remained in force until the
early tweirtieth century so that it is this Concordat of 1801 that governs
the relationship of the French government during the period covered by




But also after 1815 and the defeat of Napoleon I there set in a period
of restoration and reaction, and even later, of revolution. The period of
restoration and reaction, however, was vary profitable for the Church. Sev¬
eral more or less profitable oonoordats were concluded with other European
states by the Papacy, so that things looked good for a while to the Church.
Then revolutions broke out in Spain and Italy so that things looked bad,
then good for the Church. The Church in England, Germany, and France be¬
tween 1831 and 1846 ei\ioyed a good period. In England there was a move¬
ment spearheaded by 0*Coimell for the abolition of laws that were ui^just to
Catholics; at the seme time the "Oxford Movemenb" developed and several
eminent Anglican clergymen, among them Newman, were converted to Catholi¬
cism; in Germany the question of mixed marriages was settled to the satis¬
faction of the episcopate; and in France the ground was prepared for lib¬
erty of education.^
The relationship of the French government- to the Church diuring the
period covered by this study was governed by the Concordat of 1801, but
2
the Church had been granted lavish privileges under Ne^oleon III.
The Catholics in large part put him in power, and he probably felt that
he still needed them. He overlooked the Organic Articles and allowed
the introduction of the Roman liturgy in a large number of dioceses.
He increased the budget for religion, raised the stipends of bishops,
and extended the list of state-paid curates. The state generously sub¬
sidized the erection or con^letion of many new churches all over Franco.
Several "Blue" laws were passed, such as the suspension of.work in
^F. Mourret, Histoire generale de I’gglise; L’fglise oontemporaine
(Paris, 1922), VIII, 221.
20otave Aubry, The Second Empire, trans. Arthur Livingston, (New
York, 1940), p. 164; Nielsen, op. ciC., II, 185-186.
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public chops ezid bha closing of dookysrds and wins shops during service
hours on Sunday* Azitirreligious books vrere confiscated, and government
employees were required to attend Mass; even soldiers took pajrt in religious
processions* Maziy orgaisizations of teaching nuns were recognized, and
maiy Catholic secondary schools were opened* I suppose, however, what the
Catholics considered as a significant concession made to them was the
Falloux Law of 1850 which dealt with the freedom of education*^ The Falloux
Law legalized sectarian education artd ended the monopoly in education that
had been conferred upon the state by Napoleon 1. The Chiirch could have as
maxiy friars' schools and religious private schools as it saw fit* The
Church also acquired a voice in University management* Study-certificates
and state examinations for diplomas in primary schools were no longer
required* Anyone could offer courses in secondary education, and the
French "baocalaur^at" was opened to both pupils in clerical seminaries and
private schools as well as to pupils in the state schools.
So the Church was in a strong position when the Provisional Govermenb
took over in 1871. The Falloux Lscw was to be changed in 1877, however, and
the Fi'ench government was to observe more closely the Concordat of 1801.
The Chiarch in Garmaiy was different ftom that in France in that Germany
was divided into many states and most of them were Protestant. Each state,
however, made its own agreement with the Pope regarding the Catholic Church
in its territory* The Papacy fought the influence of Gallicassism in
France* In Germany it fought a similar influence in Fsibronianism.
A theologian named Johann Nicolaus von Hontheim wrote a book, De statu
ecolesia et legitima potestate Romani Pontificis, under the name of
^F* A. Simpson, Louis Napoleon and the Recovery of France (New York,
1930), p. 91; Aubry, op* oit., pp* 96-98; D. Ifif* Brogan, France under the
Republic (New York, n.d* ), p* 147.
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Juatinus Febronius whioh was published in 1763. In this book Febroniua
champions the importance of the episcopate and the rights of the State as
against the Papacy.
The Popes are called upon to define the proper limits of their own
powers. The princes must come foimvard to defend the rights oftheir respectiTe national churches.
False doctrine of the jurisdiction end infallibility of the Pope
should be abolished. The episcopal system must take the place
of the papEil, and the autocracy of the papal decrees must be
shattered.
The bishops have their rights directly from Christ, but the Pope
has only received primacy in commission from the Church. It is
false doctrine to say that the Pope represents the Church, for the
Church is represented by the General Council. Bishops have the
right of self-goverment as heirs of the authority given to the
Apostles to rule the Church.
Priests and people must be instructed in the origin and justifica¬
tion of the Pope’s claims. Councils must be called together, a
General Covincil if possible, at all events National Councils, and
the Catholic princes must meet and set bounds once and for all to
the power of the Papacy.!
These ideas of Febronius influenced considerably the German Church; and when
there had been an inclination at the Vienna Congress to establish a free
Geimian National Chiurch, "an echo of Febroniaaism was still heard.
Germai^ was divided into several states, and each state had its own
State Church of which the temporal power (the prince or other ruler or
ruling body) was the head. This was true only of the Protestant churches
as the Pope is head of all Catholic Churches. The ruler was called "Summus
Episcopus" and, as such, exercised particular rights in the Chui^h. The
State had important supervisory rights in certain external affairs of the
State churches such as fiscal administration and church taxes. The officials
of the churches were, for the most part, state officials also. The State
^Nielsen, op. cit., I, 112-113.
2Ibid., p. 370.
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did not meddle rrith the internal affairs of the Church, except in so far as
the ruler participated in church ritual in his capacity as "Summus Episco-
pus.”^
**• Legally considered, the Churches were by no means identical
with the State. Rather, their status in each case was that of a
"corporation under the public law," and their governing boards were
on the whole regarded as ecclesiastical and not as secular authori¬
ties. The privileged position held by the State Churches is shown
in considerable subsidies toward their expenses (especially for
salaries), which were based largely on legal rights. The State also
loaned its machinery for the collection of the church taxes, for the
enforcement of discipline upon ministers and upon lay officials, and
for similar purposes.^
The majority of the State Churches were either Lutheran or "United."
There were also some State Reformed churches. Several degrees of "union"
are distin^ishable under ecclesiastical law; thus the "United" churches
were unified in varying degrees. There were also some Free Churches in
Germany over against the State Churches. In 1852. the German Evangelical
State Churches were bound together in the Eisenach Conference. This Conp-
ference had no authority over the individual churches; it merely took
counsel and proposed action on matters of common interest for German Pro-
testsmts. It continued in existence until 1922 with its chief organ being
the "German Evangelical Ch\u*oh Committee." This committee had its legal
status conferred by the State.
The relationship of the Church to the State weis generedly the same in
all German states, but considered here are two specific states, a Protestant
state and a Catholic state. Prussia and Bavaria are good examples. Even
though Prussia was a Protestant state, the Prussian constitution gave
explicit recognition to the rights of the Roman Church. The Church of Rome
Charles S. Macfarland, The Rew Church and the Rew Germaiy; A Study of
Chwoh and State (New York, 1934), p. Vt\ ] ]
^Ibid., p. 18.
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eiQ'oyed equally with the Evangelical Church in Prussia practical liberty and
• The State helped in its support, and provision was made
at public cost for the education of Catlwlio children on confessional lines
in the schools.
Early in the nineteenth century Prussia sent to Rome the historian
Niebuhr as its representative. Niebuhr was a bitter antagonist of Febro—
nianism, and the agreement he obtained with Rome in 1821 was especially
favorable for the Papacy.^ But the agreemeirb was equally favorable to the
State, for the State received firom the Papacy all that states had been
accustomed to receiving from it since the Reformation. THIhat made the
agreement especially favorable for the Papacy was the fact that the Church
was restored most of its wealth. The agreement concerned mainly the delimi¬
tation and equipment of the new territorial bishoprics gained by Prussia
at the Vienna Congress. It was agreed that
... nine bishoprics ... were to exist henceforward. In the east,
there were to be the united archbishoprics of Posen and Gnesen, the
suffragan bishopric of Eulm, and the bishoprics of Breslau and
Ermeland directly subordinated to the pope. In the west, the Napo¬
leonic bishopric of Aix-la-Chapelle and the small bishopric of
Corvey were abolished, being replaced by the archepiscopal see of
Cologne; and there were three suffragan bishoprics, Treves, Munster,
and Paderborn. ... In the east the episcopal preferments were
effected, strictly in accordance with ancient tradition, by a
pseudo-election, in which the influence of the crown was decisive.
... The crown was empowered to exclude unconditionally every
candidate of whom it diseq)proved; it was even possible to declare
to the electors in any given case that one person only would be
regarded as a persona grata.2
The Papacy conceded such effective rights to a Protestant prince because on
this occasion the King restored to the Church as much of . her old wealth as
it was possible to restore. The bishopries were heavily endowed by the
Nielsen, op. cit., I, 370.
2lleinrich von Treitsohke, History of Germany in the 19th Century, trans.
Eden and Cedar Paul (London, 1918J, III, S4l.
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King. Other parte of the agreement stated that
• • • The state authorities alone mediated in official intercourse
between the Roman see and the bishops} they exercised censorship
over ecclesiastical writings, supervised all educational institu¬
tions and the examinations of candidates. No clerical order could
exist without their permission. . . .^
In 1841, under Frederick William IV, a special department for the bet¬
ter consideration of questions affecting the Roman Catholics and their
Church in Prussia was created in the Ministry for Spiritual Affairs (i.e..
Education and Public Worship), and this department was formally recognized
by the Constitution of 1850.^ This section of the Ministry for Spiritual
Affairs was voted by a Protestant majority. It was to be con^osed of
Catholics. Mourret says that it gave Prussia, until the Kultur Kaa^f,
thirty years of religious peace.^ Frederick William 17 allowed the Romsin
Church to have exceptional freedom from seoulcu* restraint. He did not
interfere with the appointment of the clergy, he left the bishops alone,
and he did not tolerate any restrictions upon religious orders. Frederick
William 17 had a reason for doing all of this. Frederick William III had
sought to strengthen Pxnissian national union by making it uniform oonfes-
sionally. Instead of getting the desired results, he divided the nation
politically. Frederick William 17 sought to re-establish political unity
by re-establishing religious peace.
llbid., p. 543.
2w. H, Dawson, The German Empire (Hew York, 1919), I, 417.
Sp. Mourret, Histoire efadrale de l*eglise; L’Eglise contemporaine
(Paris, 1922), VIII7~5321 %ier, une bureaucratie, protestante en majorite,
faisait passer ses ordres aux eveques; desormais existait, an ministre ber-
linois des cultes, une section catholique (Eatholisohe Abteilung), composee
de catholiques, et chargee de s’oocuper des affaires de I’dglise romaine.
Des le ii janvier 1841, Frederic-Guillaume 17 ore'a cette^ institution. Elle
assura A la Prusse, jusqu'au »Kult\nr Kampf,' trente annexes do paix reli-
gieuse."
17
• • • D^old^mecfc Fr«deVio>Ouillaume III, en voulanfc fortifier
I’unite nationale pet I’uniformite' oonfessioimelle, n’avait fait
que pre'parer la division politique de sa nation. Frederio-
Gfuillaume IV r^solut de r^abllr 1‘union politique par le retab-
lissement de la paix religieuse.l
This, then, is how the Church and the State were related at the time at
which this study begins, but things were beginning to change for the Church
in Prussia smd many other places.
Bavaria was Catholic, but for cexituides the Bavarian Church had been
accustomed to the strictly exercised ecclesiastical supremacy of a popular
and orthodox ruling house. The crown nominated all the bishops, eon.-
firmed the appointment of all parish priests, and firmly exercised its
ecclesiastical supremacy. No Papal brief could appear without the royal
“placet,** and no priest could impose public penances. In 1809 the Edict
of religion was passed which guaranteed parity of beliefs. It also recognized
mixed marriages and the supervision of the state over the schools.
During the time other states were making concordats with Rome after
1815, Bavaria also negotiated for a concordat. The concordat was concluded
in 1817.
... The Roman church was to enjoy all the ri^ts granted by God‘8
ordinance and by canon law. ... There yias even announced the
abolition of all laws and ordinances conflicting with the concordat.
The bishops were to supervise the purity of belief and morals in
state schools, and had a right to demand from the state authox*ity
the suppression of dangerous literature. The right to found new
monasteries, and the unrestricted disposal of property acquired by
inheritance, were secured to the church. For this price the pope
agreed to the foundation of the long-desired Bavarian territorial
church, with two archbishops and six bislioprlos. ... The King as
a Catholic sovereign, received the right to nominate three of his
territorial bishops unconditionally whilst the five others were to
be selected by him from a list of candidates.^
The concordat was to be promulgated as a state law, and as such was a groat
victory for the Papacy. It put the Protestants at a decided disadvantage.
^Ibid., p. 241.
^Treitschke, op. cit., pp# 654-665.
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and the Protestants consequently agitated for guarantees. Thus in 1818,
an edict of religions was appended to the Bavarian constitution.
. . • parity of beliefs was recognized in plain terms, in the
case of mixed meirriages the separate religious education of the
children in accordance with their sex was prescribed, and the
old Baveurian right of the "placet" was reserved for the crown. ^
With this Edict of Religions appended to the constitution the Bavarian
state retrieved the victory it had lost in 1817 to the Papacy. The state
authority became paramounb again in ecclesiastical affairs.
. . • The contradiction between the strictly canonical concordat
and the spirit of the new constitutional laws guaranteeing parity
of beliefs was indisputable ... for the concordat, which upon
the curia's own wish had been published as a nationkl law, was
for this reason unquestionably subordinated to the prescriptions
of the constitution.2
Much dispute followed, and Kielsen says that "since that time the govern¬
ment of Bavaria has halted between submission to the Concordat and loyalty
to the Constitution."®
^Ibid., p. 660.
^Treitsohke, op. cit., p.:560.
®Nielsen, op. cit., p. 369.
CHAPTER III
GERMAMY'S KULTURKAMPF
The Emyolioal Quanta Cura and the Syllabus and the doctrine of Infal¬
libility gave the Papacy an authority that could bo dangerous to the State
should the Papacy decide to extend this authority beyond ecclesiastical
government into oivil government. The powers recognized the possible influ-
eiace this authority could have on their subjects, and they feared it. The
Church would have authority over the citizens emd thereby over the State.
The citizens' first allegiance would be to the Church and not to the State.
Hohenlohe feared this; Bismarck feared this; and so did the other powers.
The States, however, could not prevent the Church from proclaiming this
authority, but they resolved to keep the Church from using it. This they
could do.
Prussia, thou^ Protestant, had been very lenient with its Catholic
subjects from 1841 until after 1866. In Prussia there were two powerful
groups of Catholics; one in the West in the provinces of the Rhine, and one
in the East in the old Polish states. The eastern group still clung to its
language, race, and memories of its lost independence. The Austro-Pirussian
War of 1866 seemed to revive the old religious hatreds, for the southern
Catholic states fought on the side of Austria which was also Catholic. Bis¬
marck saw hers what a danger to the unification of Germany the Catholic
religion could bo. Not that Bismarck was anti-religious, "Mais il mettait
ohacun h sa place, Dieu h I’^Tglise, I'empereur sur le trSne, et, rendant §.




Bismarok iraa essentially a mem of governmenb. He left dogma and eccle¬
siastical problems to the Church and kept the administration of the State
for the State. Thus Trhen the ox*isi8 begem, he had decided upon a policy of
strict neutrality. He resolved only to abandon this policy when he could
see the Church encroaching upon the rights of the State. He did not have
to look long or far to see evidence of religion the Church influencing
decisions in politics.
II les vit dbs son sdjour t Praliafort dans 1*hostility hautaine
de I'Autriohe envers les cours protestantes,.il les retrouva toutes-
puissantes dans le conflict des deux grandes puissances de I'Alls-
magne en 1866; il les distingua dans I'obstination de la Bavilre A
refuser I'unit^ allemande; il les d^noiiga dans la preparation de la
guerre par M. de Gramonb, dans le projet d'alliance austro-frangais;
il les ddbouvrit, en Prusse m§me, dans la formation d'un nouveau
parti, tout ensei^le catholique et independant, d^ou^ au pays et
adversalre de Bismarok, c'est-A-dire deux fois dangereux.^
Therefore, when Bismarok decided to fight the Church, it was not because of
the principles of dogma, but for the necessity of the government to continue
to exist sovereign and independent. But
... les causes du Eulturkampf sent nombreuses, variees, profonde:
la promote victoire de la Prusse, ^at protesta^, sur les deux
puissances oatholiques qui tenaient jusqu'alors le premier rang
en Europe; la teMance de Pie^IX et de ses conseillers d'affirmer
I'autorit^ de I'Eglise sur I'Etat; la volonte de Bismarck, de tout
le parti libered, d*assurer 1'independence absolu du gouveniement,
son pouvoir exclusif dans 1’administration terrestre; le meoontente-
ment des oatholiques allemands de ne point obterdr dans le gouverne-
ment de 1*Entire la place que leur nombre aurait dH leur assxiror;
les revendioatlons nationales des Polonais, attaches A leur religion
comme A lexu* vieille patrie,—telles furent les causes principales
de “la lutte pour la civilisation."3
Bismarck's struggle with the Church got its name from a statement made
by a leading deputy of the Prussian Diet, Professor Rudolf Virchow. He said.




"the oontest haa taken the oharaoter of a great oultural atruggle"(Kultur-
kampf).^ But this ■waa after the stxniggle had got under for friction
between Berlin and the Vatican began after the defeat of Auatria in the
^stro-Prussian War* Thus, Nielsen saya that the establishment of the Center
Party, which Biamarok waa oppoaing in the Kulturkampf, waa the Fapacjr's way
of showing its discontent with the establishment in Central Europe after
the Seven Tfeek*3 War and the Franoo-Prussiem War of a strong, powerful,
A
Protestant empire. Bismarck felt this to be true when in 1871 Pius IX
wrote the new German emperor demanding protection for the liberty and
rights of the Catholic Church. According to Matter, Bismarck said in
answering the Pope that the rights of the Catholic Church depended on the
attitude of the Center Party; he also said to the Pope that he believed the
Vatican expressed its discontent with the new empire through the Center
Party.®
The Center Party was established in 1870 after the declaration of papal
infallibility and the fall of Rome to the Itedians. Munroe Smith says
that "it was ostensibly established to defend the liberties of the Roman
Catholic church in Germaiiy; but it was established at a time when no
«4
measure menacing those liberties had been passed or even proposed." It waa
not "ostensibly" so, but "actually" so, I think, and even though there had
been no measures passed menacing Catholic liberties, according to Matter
there had definitely been some proposed. In fact. Matter maintains that the
kernel of the Center Party was formed during the time these "menacing"
^Dawson, op. cit., p. 433.
^Munroe Smith, Bismarck and German Unity, 3rd ed. (New York, 1913), p.64.
^Matter, op. oit., p. 307.
40p, Pit., p. 64. My italics.
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propositions irere being oonsidered.
En Ootobre 1867 et en avril 1868, le Eeiohstag invitait le ohanoelier
ii ddposer un projet de loi sur le mariage civilien; en 1868, le parti
national-libdral demandait d la ohambre prussienne la suppression
partielle des monasteresj en 1869, les Sections refletaient les
inquietudes religieuses du pays, et, tandis que le parti liberal
obtenait la majorite relative, une minorite se forinait sur un pro¬
gramme eatholique: o’jsst le^noyeui du centre futur, qui luttera pendant
dix ans au nom de I'Eglise.^
Bishop von Ketteler, of Mainz, even, after the Austro-Prussian V/ar, com¬
plained "that the Catholic Church was in every direction more more de¬
prived of the defence and support of the secular arm. . . Even though
the object of the Center Party’s formation was to defend the liberties of
the Catholic Church, it also supported other measures not confessional.
For instance, it wanted to maintain the federative character of the Entire,^
and in agriculture the small feumers and peaisant proprietors rather than
the large owners got its support.^ The Center was led by Dr, Ludwig Windt-
horst, a former Hanoverian Minister of State emd a very able pEurliamentary
speaker su3d party organizer. In the eleotions to the Pxoissian Diet in
November, 1870, the Center received fifty-four seats, and in the first
elections to the Imperial Diet in March, 1871, it CEq>tured sixty-three seats.
A party newspaper was established in 1871 with the name ’’Gexmania.*' The
Center Party became very powerful, and Bismarck himself admitted it was very
capably led.
The major part of the Kult\irkampf took place in Prussia, but it began
in Bavaria, the largest Roman Catholic state in the new German Empire, after
the proclamation of the dogma of Infallibility. Two professors at Munich,
^Matter, op. cit., p. 298.
^Nielsen, op. cit., p. 274.
^Matter, op. cit., p. 304.
^Dawson, op. cit., p. 425.
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Dollinger and Friadrioh, relUaod to accept the new dogaa and were there¬
upon excoBimunieated. The Bavarian goverment, vdiich on the basis of its
concordat with Rome forbade the promulgation of the dogna without royal
pexrmlssion, supported the two excommunicated professors. Dollinger was
elected Rector of the University of Munich and, in 1873, the King of Bavaria
appointed him to the Presidency of the Bavarian Academy of Science. The
Old Catholics, those in opposition to the new dogma, organized themselves
and separated from the Church of Rome. It was not their intention at first
to separate from, Rome, but at a genercd congress of Old Catholics held at
Heidelberg in September, 1871, a separate church was decided upon. Later,
at Cologxie, Dr. Reinkens, a former professor of Catholic theology at Bres¬
lau, was chosen as their bishop. Dr. Reinkens was ordained by a Dutoh
Jansenite prelate. He took the oath to the King of Prussia, and the Prussian
Diet voted his salary. The Old Catholics wanted to preserve the Roman Catho¬
lic Church from a new superstition (infallibility of the Pope) and to piurge
it of Jesuitical influence. They were sympathetic towards nationalism and
national aspirations. Dr. Reinkens was recognized by most of the state
governnents as head of the Old Catholic communities in their states. The
states also made grants toweirds the stipends of the Old Catholic clergy and
gave them churches. The maximum number of adherents to the Old Catholic
Church was about 52,000. TNhen the Kulturkampf was nearly over, its number
had fallen to about 35,000. Dawson says that the Old Catholic movement
"represented only the intellectual protest of a minority of the educated
Catholic laity; it lacked a deep spiritual foundation, it created no relig-
ious or moral stirrizig, and the common people in general held aloof.
llbid., p. 447
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In July, 1871, the Prussian govermenb abolished the Roman Catholic
division in the Ministry for Spiritual Affairs. Most of the struggle took
place in Pirussiaj ’’the first exceptional legislation adopted, however, was
Imperial and not Prussian."! In December, 1871, an Imperial law, the Kanzel-
paragraph, was passed making abuse of the pulpit an offence punishable by
imprisoment for a maximum of two years, and in 1872, a law was passed expel¬
ling the troublesome Jesuits from the country.
The first exceptional legislation passed in Prussia in the Kulturkampf
was the "May laws" of 1873 after Dr. Falk replaced von Miihler as head of the
Prussian Ministry of Public Worship in 1872. The first of these laws made
it an offence punishable with a fine or imprisoment for any servant of the
Church either to impose or to threaten penalties in matters not of a strict¬
ly religious character. The second law placed the education of the clergy
under State ^pervision. The third law made it easy for a person to secede
from the church: all the seceder had to do was to declare before a local
judge that he wished to withdraw from the church. The fourth law limited and
subjected to State control the ecclesiastical discipline to vdiich Roman Cath¬
olic clergy were amenable; it also brought ecclesiastical discipline under
regular nri8 prescribed procedure and provided for appeal to the ordinary
courts of law. Other laws were passed making civil marriage compulsory,
taking the inspection of elementary schools out of the hands of the clergy,
taking away the freedom of each denomination to manage its own affairs, and
dissolving the religious orders and congregations except those engaged in
the nursing of the sick.
As has been previously said, most of the struggle took place in Prussia,
but other Seraan states eilso took part in it.
!lbid., p. 429.
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The position of Bavaria was peculiar, for while there the govern¬
ment disputed Rome's pretensions not less earnestly, though with
greater moderation, than in Prussia, the Diet was under ultramon¬
tane influence.^
Therefore, Bavaria resisted as long as it oould the pressure to follow
Prussia's example, but soon in Bavaria, like Prussia, bishops were removed
from their sees for contumacy and their vacated offices remained unfilled*
Many of the olergy were imprisoned.
The Roman Catholics in 'WUrtemburg formed only a small minority of the
population so that there was far less upheaval there. In Baden the situation
was just the opposite. Two-thirds of its inhabitants were Roman Catholics.
The Baden government severely repressed clerical excesses, offered recog¬
nition and support to the Old Catholic communities, and helped them to form
a number of churches. Hesse passed a series of laws modelled on the Pnissian
May laws, and in regard to the schools, Hesse improved on Prussia's example
by excluding ft*om the management of the schools all priestly orders.
These laws were very repressive to the Catholics, but they did not make
them give in to the State, end the Center Party, with all its separatist
elements, grew stronger instead of weaker. Not only were these laws repres¬
sive to the Catholics. Maigr of them applied to the Evangelical Church as
well, and the evangelicals tended to give the Roman Catholics their sup¬
port.^ Bismarck did not want any church in polities, and this applied to
the Protestant Church eis well as to the Catholic Church. He said, in coun¬
selling King William, that "The Evangelical priest, as soon as he finds
himself strong enough, is as much inclined to thebbracy as'-is the Catholic;
and he is harder to deal -vdth because he heis no pope over him."^
J-Ibid., p. 445.
^Matter, op* eit., pp. 306, 312-514; Smith, opt cit., p. 186.
Sibid., p. 187.
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The Kulturkampf had for Bismarok an international side as well as the
domestio side* Bismarok sought to use the Kulturkampf in his policy to
isolate France, and he was a bit successful in the early part of the strug¬
gle. "The Kulturkan5)f was part and parcel of Bismarck’s policy to isolate
France and prevent the fonaation of a coalition against Germany";^ euid
"• • • it at least served its purpose during the most critical period, when
the restoration of the monarchy in France seemed imminent and the internation¬
al situation was fraught with uneeirtainby*"^ In the summer and autumn of
1873 Bismarok held the upper hand and was successful in getting the other
powers to side with him against ultramoDtaidem and the papal pretensions*
Bismarok resisoned that he could reckon on the syiq>athy of Italy Russia
because they too were having difficulties with the Papacy* Italy over Rome,
and Russia over the Catholics in Russian Poland, He felt also that the
liberal government in Austria would follow his lead; and England was not hos¬
tile to Bismarok*8 anti-papEil policy.^ But this success was not to last,
for, as soon as the international situation became calm and there was zu> com¬
mon danger threatening the powers, they refused further to follow Bismarck's
lead in the Eulturkan^f, and he ended up fighting the Papacy alone instead
of united with the other nations as he wanted* What Bismarck considered to
be the "common" danger for Germaiy, Italy, and Russia was the restoration of
the monarchy in France. He felt that with a monarchical form of government
France could find allies more easily since most of the governments in
Europe had monarchs* So, a restoration of the monarchy in fVanee, he
thought, would probably defeat his aim to keep France isolated* The monarch-




ists in France -were on good terms -with the Papacy and lent sympathetic ears
to the cause of the temporal power of the Popej it seemed to Bismarck that
the Italians would be most interested in preventing this. Thiers had
fallen from power in 1873, and there was a strong bid by the monarchists
to restore the monaroly. This scheme was Unsuccessful. As soon as the
immediate danger of a monarchical restoration in France had passed, Italy
no longer felt the need to follow Bismarck and held back.^ The Russians
opened negotiations with the Vatican in an effort to settle their outstand¬
ing differences with the Church concerning the Catholic Church in Russian
Poland* But Bismarck could not have kept the powers on his side anyway for
long against Fraxioe because they believed they had more to fear from a
powerful Germany than from a defeated, isolated France.
The Eulturkampf continued to rage on, and the embassy to the Vatican
was suspended in 1874. In 1875 the principle of civil marriage was applied
to the whole En4)ire. A law had previously been passed by the Imperial
Diet in May, 1874, which prevented the exercise of ecclesiastical functions
by unauthorized persons: that is, ecclesiastics who had been deprived of
their rights to function as ecclesiastics by the secular power. In April,
1875, the Prussian Government passed the Bread-Basket Bill which suspended
all grants by the State to the Roman Catholic Church in sees whose bishops
and clergy refused to promise obedience to the laws of the land*
Meanwhile, other things were developing which were threatening to be
more dangerous to Bismarck than to the Chvirch. The Center had grown very
strong. Bismarck had depended heavily on the Rational Liberals since 1867,
but now they showed signs of waveid-ng. He had to come to depend on the
^Ibid., pp. 39, 43.
2lbid.
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Center to get hia bills through, and it only gave its help for concessions
made to it. The Socialists were rising in power also, and they became the
enemy to be fought. Thus, Bismarck wanted to devote most of his efforts to
fighting the ‘Socialists whom he thought to be more menacing to the German
Empire than the Church.^ Therefore, Bismarck sou^t peace Tdth the Catho¬
lics.
VJhen Pope Pius IX died in 1878 and was succeeded by Cardinal Pecci,
who took the name of Iso XIII and was less reactionary than the old Pope,
Bismarck saw his chance to end his fight with the Church, Leo XIII had tact,
ability, and self-control. He was more calculating, more tenacious of facts,
mord supple than Pius IX, but his Italian policy was the same. Still, he
showed himself ready to recognize movements against the existing social
order toid to recognize existing governments in Europe. In short he showed
himself to be a man capable of being reasoned with. Since diplomatic inter¬
course had ceased between Rome and Berlin with the suspension of the German
embassy in 1874, the new Pope notified his election to the German Government
through Bavaria. This broke the silence between the Papacy and the German
Government, but for the moment things did not go further. Later during
1878, Bismarck himself, while at Kissingen, began negotiation with Csirdinal
Marsella, the papal nuncio at the Bavarian Court, who had been empowered
by the Cardinal-Secretary, Franchi to treat with him. They struck a bargain,
but before it could be completed, Franchidied, and his successor was not in
a hurry to resume the negotiations with Bismarck. The Church and the State
Ij. W. Headlam, Bismarck and the Foundation of the German Empire (Lon¬
don, 1907), p. 403.
^foodward, op, cit., p. 129.
^Matter, op. cit., p. 416; Dawson, op. cit., p. 450.
^9
wanted peace, but neither wanted to oonoede much; and Bismarok had said
earlier that he would not go to Canossa. Unfortunately, he had to laake an
expedient retreat, but he was equally determined that the Catholic Church
should never again ei:\joy the privileged position that it enjoyed flrom 1840
to 1870 in Firussia* Dr« Falk, who was responsible for the “May laws,"
resigned in 1879. In negotiating with papal representatives Bismarck
could not come to a satisfactory agreement. He abandoned efforts in this
direction for a while and began to do what he could in getting the repressive
measures changed or softened. The State was retreating, and in 1880 legis¬
lation weis passed modli^'ing the "May laws" of 1873, and diplomatic inter¬
course with the Vatican was also resumed with the lifting of the suspension
of the German embassy in Rome. By 1883 most of the repressive measures
were done away with, and the visit of the Crown Prince Frederick to Pope
Leo ZIII in that same year "seemed to seal the new bonds of amity"^ between
Germany cmd the Vatican.
^Matter, op. eit., p. 423.
CHAPTER IV
THE RELIGIOUS POLICY OF FRAMCE FROM 1871 TO 1879
Before the Franoo-Pruesian T^ar and under the Second Eii5)ire, the church
in France ei\joyed great privileges* Hapoleon III was very generous to the
church in Rrance and he was helpful to the Papacy. For years the French
government had acted as guardian of the papal possessions* But the fi*anoo-
Prusaian War and the acquisition of Rome by the Italians in 1870 changed
things* France withdrew her troops stationed at Civita Vecchia to guard
the Pope and the last of his temporal possessions. Rome* This was done be¬
cause the French needed these troops in the fight with Prussia, or so they
said* But in a dispatch addressed by the French foreign minister to the
ambassador in Rome. M. de Banneville. was revealed another motive*
Assur^ent. . * . ce n'est pas par une necessite stratdgique que
nous evacuons I'Etat remain. * * * Mais la necessite' politique
est evidente. * • * Nous devons nous concilier les bonnes in^
tentions du cabinet italien.l
At any rate, withdrawing the troops was not enough to gain the Italians as
allies of the French without the French guaranteeing them Rome* This the
French would not do so that ■vdien they withdrew their troops the Italians
seized Rome* Then the Pope had no possessions for the French to guard*
There was. however, still the personal safety and liberty of the Pope to pro¬
tect. and France, defeated and isolated after 1871. undertook to do this*
This would probably have been easy if the selziure of Rome had not created
such a stir in France, for then there was much agitation for the restoration
iMourret. op* cit*. p* 589
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of the temporal power. This seems to have been the main religious problem
of n*anoe from 1871 to 1879,
But at the moment there were more important things to concern France,
Napoleon III had been dethroned, and the Sepublio had only a provisional
government commissioned to finish the war, conclude the peace, and then pro¬
vide for a permanent governnent. Providing for a permanent government
created the conflict between legitimism and liberalism; the one wanting a
monarchical form of goverment and the other wanting a republic. Clerical¬
ism was one great aspect of this conflict and continued to play a dominant
role in French politics even after this particular conflict was dissolved.
In July, 1871, Thiers, a moderate republican and "Chief of the Execu¬
tive Power of the French Republic," made a speech in the National Assembly
when the question of French intervention to restore the temporal power of
the Pope came up. He upheld the French policy of neutrality with regard to
the Papacy and Italy, but claimed for France, as the eldest daughter of the
Catholic Church, the right to protect the personal and religious liberty of
the Pope.^ This was to be the ruling policy of the French goverment in
regard to the temporal power of the Pope regardless of the strong agitation
by French bishops and clergy for both protection of the Pope's personal and
religious liberty and the restoration of his temporal power. But interna¬
tionally Fi'ance was considered as a friend of the Vatican and as champion
of papal pretentions. During the debates in Italy on the law of guarantees
which would "give security to the Roman Catholic goverments and nations,
that the destruction of the Pope's temporal power would not be synonomous
with the spiritual thraldom of the Churoh,"^ France intervened in favor
Dehidpur, L'fglise catholigue et I'Efaat sous la troisieme repub-
lique, 1870-1889 (Paris. 1906J. I. b8; liielsen, op, cit., p. 427l
%ielsen, op« cit., p. 408.
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of the Pope by getting the original form of the law of guarejiteea freed from
a few pro-vieiona which would have been eapecially painful to Pope Piua IX.^
The French government alao kept a warahip, the "Orenoque," atationed off
Civita Veochia for uae by the Pope ahould he wiah to leave Italy. The
Itedians reaented thia, and it made Franco-Italian relations difficult. The
”Orenoque” waa recalled by the French in 1874. Thia removed one cause of
offence to the Italian state by the French, but the French still maintained
their attitude on the Roman question which waa unfriendly to Italy. Bis¬
marck made a serious effort to make use of France's attitude in this mat¬
ter for his benefit. How successfVil he was in this edready appears in this
study, but the French were not blind to his motives. Being a Catholic
country, however, France sou^t a policy that would be sofb to the Church
and yet practical in view of the actual international situation.
But not only did the question of the "temporal power of the Pope affect
the international policy of France. During the years from 1871 to 1877 it
also affected domestic politics which as a result of the war had already
many things to occupy its attention. fVanoe's credit had to be re-estab¬
lished, means of paying the war indemnity had to be found, and the country
had to be put on a stable footing agcdn. The Commune which developed had to
be crushed. These were enough problems to have without euiding one more that
would not really be of benefit to France.
In 1871, France got a provisional republic, and at the first election
in February of that year the monarchists were returned to the National As¬
sembly with a decided majority. The people had voted against the Republic
and elected to represent them a majority of Catholic monarchists. Throu^-
^Ibid., pp. 414-416.
^D. W. Brogan, France under the Republic (New York, 1940), p. 77.
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out this period until the Republic became secure in 1877 there was a strug¬
gle between the Republic and the monarchists; and the monarchists, like the
churchmen, looked forward to the restoration of the temporal power of the
Pope and hoped for action when the monarchy had been re-established.^
• • • tous lea partis monarchiques favorisaient les tendances
ultramontaines ou, du moins, ne les d^savouaient pas. I/es
legitimistes, en partiou^ier, texiMenb a affirmer leurs traditions,a faire du roi lo fils aine de I'Eglise et comme le gendarme du
Saint-Siege.2
In spite of the ^Lection of February, 1871, there were many moderate
Catholics in France who only offered the Pope their sympathy and did not
want France to fight for his temporal power. They knew that in 1871 there
were things more important to France. But the Republican peurty, in exploit¬
ing the question of the temporal power for its own advantage, put the moder¬
ate Catholics "into the impossible position of having to deny az^ warlike
aims in Italy without seeming indifferent to the wrongs of the Pope."^
In the election of July, 1871, the electorate diminished the Right
(monarchists) majority very seriously, but the Right was determined to
restore the monarchy at its first opportunity. But there were three can¬
didates who could claim the throne. The Orleanists* candidate was the Comte
de Paris, grandson of Louis Philippe, and the Legitimists' candidate was
the Comte de Chambord, grandson of Charles X. The Bonapartists were dis¬
credited because of the Franco-Prussian Var, but their candidate was Rapo-
leon III until his death in 1873. After that their candidate was the young
Prince Imperial, Rapoleon Ill's son, and the Bonapartists gained in popular¬
ity after 1873. Thus, the schema for a monarchical restoration centered
^Ibid., p. 89; Langer, op. eit., p. 31.
2De8pagnet, op. oit., p« 29.
^Brogan, op. cit., p. 90.
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around the Comte de Chambord and the Comte de Paris, The plan was to Ihse
the two dynasties and claims. The Comte de Chanibord, who was nearing his
fifties, Tiras to be king, and in due course the Comte de Paris would succeed
him.^ But first the Comte de Paris had to withdraw his claim to the throne
publicly so that the fusion could take place. The Eight •na.s to secure the
help of IVench clericals and even the Pope himself in this scheme.
Pie IX et tout le^clerg^* avec lui traveiillaient au suoc^s de cettefusion qui eut ete, ou le oroyait du moins, la plus sure garantie
du pouvoir temporel du Sainb-Sidge et, dans tous les cas, le ferme
appui de I'Eglise en f^anoe sous I'egide d'un monarque aussi pro-
fondement oatholique quo I'etait le oomte de Chambord.^
But after solving one difficulty, that of getting one candidate for the
throne out of three who could lay claim to it, another faced the monarch*
ists and was to doom their cause. The Comte de Chambord, a Bourbon and
grandson of Charles X, was to be the candidate for the throne. This compro¬
mise was accomplished in 1871, but the Comte de Chambord refused to relin¬
quish the white flag of the Bourbons for the tricolor of the Revolution.-
Efforts were made up until 1873 to persuade the Comte de Chambord to give
up the white flag, but in vaizu Thiers was forced to resign in 1873, and
Marshal MacMahon, a monarchist, took his place. This was to make it easy
for the Comte de Chambord, but he refused to give up his flag; and monarch¬
ist hopes dropped for the moment. MacMahon, a staunch monarchist, however,
was made President of the Republic for seven years so that the Right appeared
to have him on its side.
Yet Prance received a constitution in 1875, and the Republic was defi¬
nitely established. The Radical Party of the Left frequently used the
threat to peace arising from the Roman question in getting votes for the
^Brogan, op. eit., p. 82.
^Despagnet, op. cit., p. 32.
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Republic, and it profited fJrom weaknesses of the Catholic movement's devious
efforts to got the temporal power restored.
1a premiere faiblesse de oe mouvemenb 4tait dans la persistancedes deux texidanoes, liberals et autoritaire. ... La seoonde
faiblesse des catholi^ues Stait dans leur division en plusieurspartis politiques. De diverses tentatives de restauration monar-
chique, faites do 1871 H 1874, ils ^talent sortie plus divis^s
quo jamais en legitimistea, orleanistes, imp^rialistes et repub-lieains. Enfin les manifestations qu'ils avaiest faites en favour
du pouvoir temporel du pape, quelques exag^rations do langage des
journalistes, quelques acclamations peut>9tre imprudentes des
foules, exploitees par la. mauvaiso foi do la presse hostile, les
fsdsaient passer, aux yeux de ceirbalnes gens, pour les provocateurs
taaeraires d'une nouvelle guerre, pleine de risques.l
The French want^ peace generally, but the clergy would stir up trouble and
give the Left ample reasons for attacking them. For example, during the
Eulturkampf in Germajsy, the Rrench clergy would violently attack Bismarck
and Germany.
... Quoi de plus abject quo cette haine des Cd’sars poutifes pour
tous les prelats et eccl^siastiques honhStesT ... L'Allemagne de
Bismsurck a voulu continuer cette tradition de bassesse et d'im-
moralite ... .2
This appeared in the Catholic organ L*Univers and created difficulties for
the French govermenb because Bismarck demanded that something be done about
it. The French govermenb was embarrassed, but it finally had to put under
suspension the publishing of L'Univers.^ The French Catholic bishops proba¬
bly felt safe in their tactics since MacMahon was President. They certainly
behaved as if they did.
The Right held a majority in the Chamber until 1877. The Republicans
triumphed in this year, and the Republic finally feit secure from a monarchi-
oal restoration. The Republicans still used the Roman question and rule by
iMourret, op. cit., p. 595.
2Dobidour, op. cit., p. 118.
Sibid., p. 120.
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priests against the Right, and these taotios were probably suooessful at
this time because of the Eastern crisis* The Republicans branded MacMahon
and his party as a war party, and asserted that France, isolated as she was,
was in no mood to run axyr risks to oblige the Pope.^
After the Republic was secure the issue which was to stir up a storm was
that of freeing education Arom clerical control* Probably this was to be
expected since Gambetta had said in an earlier speech that what he wanted
from the bottom of his heart was the separation not only of the churches
Uron the State but of the schools from the Church*^ And Gambetta was the
leader of the Republican Party. This problem of freeing education from
clerical control was beginning to flare up at just the time when Gambetta
began to exchange -views with the new Pope, Leo XIII, with the idea of
coming to some agreement about the Church and the State* During the course
of 1879 the Pope and Gambetta exchanged -views throu^ izrtermedieiries. The
Pope suggested to Gambetta that, under certain conditions, the French clergy
might support the Republic, but Gambetta thought that the conditions were
unreasonable* Then Gambetta suggested to the Pope a French version of
CaTour*8 plan for a free church in a free state which the Pope found unrea-
sonable.^ Even though nothing was settled between them at the time and
mai^ things were to happen to complicate matters, this was France's begin¬
ning of a reconciliation -with the Papacy vhich was to finally end in no
reconciliation at all but a sepsiration of Church and State.
^Brogan, op. cit., p* 136.




This study has oovered only thirteen years of the age-old struggle
between King and priest, the Church and the State* It has dealt only with
the relationship of Church and State in fi'anoe and Germny, the one being a
Catholic state and the other being essentially a Protestant state* A"d even
though the struggle progressed and took a different form in each of these
states, it was essentially the same, a struggle against the power of the
Chtiroh in oivil affairs and a struggle for the supremacy of the State in
affairs not religious*
In Fremoe the big religious problem seems to have been the tes^oral
power of the Pope, Tdiile in Gemafly the reli^ous problem seems to have
centered more around the dogma of Infallibility. At the Vaticcui Council
there were some French bishops -who opposed Infallibility and e-ven -voted
against it, but -within a year most of them recanted and accepted the new
dogma* Archbishop Darboy, who -was shot during the Commune and had op¬
posed the new dogma at the Council, recanted in March, 1371, and accepted
the new dogma -without reservation* Bishops Dupanloup and Maret recanted
at a still earlier date. Thus, there was no movement in France like the
Old Catholic movement in Germany -which was occcisioned by the dogma of lit-
fallibility* The temporal power of the Pope was the big religious issue.
Catholic France had taken upon herself the responsibility of guarding the
papal possessions* TOien these possessions were taken from the Pope by
force, naturally it created a great stir in Rrance and an agitation for
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France to help in restoring these possessions. But Germany was in the main
a Protestant country and though at first appeals were made to it for the
restoration of the temporal power, the appeals almost immediately became
appeals for the assurance of liberties for the Catholic Church in Germany.
I think that the main thing that this study reveals is the difference
in how the struggle was fought in France and in Geirmax^. In France InftJ.-
libility was overshadowed by the temporal power of the Pope. France was
recovering from the war euid had no desire to make new enemies for herself.
Infallibility could not cause France much troiible, but agitations for her
help in restoring the temporal power of the Pope could cause a serious
breach with Italy. Legitimism and the temporal power were linked. Thus,
the struggle against the Church in France was a phase of the stioiggle
between legitimism and liberalism. And it may be said that it vaa a
stiniggle for euid against the temporal power of the Pope. Usually it is
the majority that persecutes the minority, and in France the Catholics were
the majority so that there was no persecution of the Catholics. But in
Germaiy the Protestants were the majority, and the Catholics wore perse¬
cuted by repressive laws. This probably account* for the notoriety of Bis¬
marck's struggle with the Chiirch.
I think the study also reveals a definito decline of the influence of
the Church in secular affairs. Modern society just refused to tolerate the
Church in civil affairs any longer. The Church was making its last vital
stand to assert itself over and above the State, but it could not win.
Liberalism and modern ideas would not let it win. But this struggle between
the Church and the State did not end in 1883. There were no real, solid
agreements between the two. In Germany the reconciliation was making
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headway, but was not to be a real reoonolllatlon until about 1886. In
France the reoonolllation turned out to be no reoonoillation at all because
the schools were separated from the Church, and. In 1905, there was a eoaF>
plete separation of the Church from the State. The Concordat of 1801 was
abrogated by a law of 9 December, 1905. Thus, moves for a reconciliation
with the Church as shown in this study culminated in a truce, not in a
permanent peace. It is doubtful whether there can be permeuient peace be¬
tween Church and State. Bismarck said, "Peace between King cmd priest will
always be a squaring of the circle, approximated but never fully reached."
In the light of conditions at present euid the trouble the Argentine govern¬
ment is having with the Church, it is clear that the Church has always to
be reckoned with. The State changes, but the Chiu’ch, never I
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